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'It's okay, I'm dealing with it' 
 

 
 

 
"I think all the best work begins with our deeply personal 
experiences. The Hiccup Project instinctively dig into that 

place and find both a richly comic and authentically physical 
world there" 

Ben Duke, Lost Dog 
 

The new production from  
The Hiccup Project  



Cristina and Chess have both experienced smashing their two front teeth.  It 
affected them and got them thinking.  In a culture preoccupied with perfect 
smiles, keeping a stiff upper lip and for everything to be ‘fine’, 'It's okay, I'm 
dealing with it' asks what we do when things aren’t okay. Through their 
multi award winning combination of dance, comedy, chat and song, Cristina 
and Chess (aka The Hiccup Project) unravel some of their own struggles 
and vulnerabilities, and try to piece together how to cope with them. 

 

After a 4-night sell out run and 5 star reviews at Brighton Fringe 2016, they 
redeveloped and refined the show for the Brighton Festival, with artistic 
mentoring from the inspirational, award-winning Ben Duke (of Lost Dog).  

" Their dance is skilled, their timing is spot-on, and their 
comedy is hilarious” Fringe Guru, Brighton Fringe 2016  

 

 "It's fun, quirky, entertaining and makes contemporary dance very 
accessible. The movement was tight, innovative and had the audience 
chuckling with recognition. Their clear, longstanding friendship shines 
through on stage. " Broadway Baby, Brighton fringe 2016  



‘It’s okay, I’m dealing with it’ is distinctive in its genre-defying potent blend 
of dance, theatre and comedy; swinging wildly between hilarious truths and 
intimate vulnerabilities. The Hiccup Project invite audiences in, sharing 
personal experiences, and offering an unashamedly honest insight into their 
struggles.  

 
 

Brighton-based duo The Hiccup Project is Chess Dillon-Reams and 
Cristina MacKerron who first danced together as friends and went on to train 
at Northern School of Contemporary Dance.  Their first production May-We-
Go-Round?, produced in collaboration with Probe’s Antonia Grove  and Lou 
Cope, won the Fringe Review Award for Outstanding Theatre and South 
East Dance ‘Most Surprising’ Performance Award at their Brighton Fringe 
Festival debut in 2015, and was also shortlisted for the Audience Choice 
Award.  It sold out two five-night runs in Brighton that year, and has since 
gone on to tour throughout England, completing a critically acclaimed run at 
Dance Base as part of the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 2016, and being 
selected to be part of the Rural Touring Dance Initiative in 2017.  
 



Press for May-We-Go-Round?: 
 
“May-We-Go-Round is one for everywoman. Full of tears and laughter." 
Total Theatre 
 
“Hilarious and witty. A joy." The Skinny 
 
“So euphoric and so infectious." Fest Mag 
 
“The lost art of bedroom choreography is flung out of the wardrobe…. they 
perform with their whole bodies and we drink them in entirely. There’s a real 
guts and guns approach to the quality of movement — a throw-your-body-
on-the-line-and-leave-nothing-behind” Writing About Dance 
 
“an exquisitely clever, technically stellar experiment with form, which 
dismantles and then rebuilds countless conventions of modern dance, 
physical theatre, clowning and storytelling…. It’s like Smack the Pony meets 
Jasmin Vardimon.” Fest Mag. 
 
“It is rare to see dancers who are also such brilliant actors – woebegone, 
giggling or full-on.” The Skinny  
 

 
 
 



BOOKING DETAILS 
 
Touring upon request 
 
Number on stage two 
 
Number on the road two 
 
Technical requirements      Sprung dance floor (semi-sprung is acceptable) 
         Black dance lino 

   Wings  
         Sound system (source cd or mp3) 

Lighting: General wash used throughout. Blue and pink 
specials 

 
Get in day of performance 
 
Running time: 75 minutes (no interval) 
 
UK touring fee £1050 inclusive of travel and accommodation 
 
Overseas touring details on request 
 
Video promo https://vimeo.com/223331680  
 
Workshops workshops focus on the empowerment of  
 performers as creators and authors, and can be  
 tailored to different ability, age and experience. 
 
Contact Sarah Trist @  
 Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency 
 +44 7757 654790  sarah@stdma.com 
 

Supported by Arts Council England through National Lottery Funding. 
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